See the paragraph following Remark 6.2. Also, we obtain an explicit description of BP* An BZ/p which nicely complements Landweber's elegant computation of this group [L2] . We hope this paper inspires many future computations of bordism groups for spaces of interest thus increasing the usefulness of BP to homotopy theory problems. The second author has already used these techniques and results to compute BP*X and BP*X for X = BOn and MOn (p = 2). At present, these computations rely heavily on the Adams spectral sequence computations of this paper's Section 6. See [W2] .
A number of open problems remain. We believe that Theorem 5.1's filtration is unnecessary, but we have been unable to eliminate it. We have not attempted the analogous computations for finite dimensional lens spaces or arbitrary abelian p-groups. Possibly, our techniques may go through with only modest modifications. The n-fold tensor product could be described in much greater detail than what we give. What is the action of the symmetric group on n letters on BP* An BZ/p? Our results are always as BP*-modules. Never as BP*BP-comodules. Steve Mitchell has fresh insights to many of the interesting questions here. We are publishing at this point to encourage Mitchell and others to build on our computations.
Section 2 reviews the basic facts that we need in the rest of the paper. Theorems 3.2, 4. 1, and 5.1 are proven in Sections 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Section 6 contains the Adams spectral sequence approach. A short appendix shows how the work of Ravenel and Wilson [RW] goes through for p = 2.
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Preliminaries. The basic references for Brown-Peterson homol-
ogy are [A3j, [BP] , and [Q] . We We only use the form (2.19) and, indeed, we reconstruct an explicit proof of (2.19) in Section 5. Let R be a ring; R could be a sub-algebra of the mod p Steenrod algebra or R could be BP*. Let M and N be R-modules. Often we must deal with M knowing no more than the associated graded object (e.g. a Hence the BP*/In-basis of the Landweber presentation of ?onBP*BZ/p is indexed by the n-tuples of positive integers. We delay the proof of Theorem 3.2 until after that of its corollary. Proof. We have 00 defined on generators; we extend 1 O's definition linearly, but we must check that the resulting extension X is well-defined and multilinear. We must check that X preserves the relations (2.10). By symmetry, it is enough to check linearity in the n-th coordinate. Write To complete the proof, we define our integration constant c to be 
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We know (6.13) by our inductive hypothesis, but this is just the E1 term of the spectral sequence (6.10). Over BP*, (6.13) is generated by (6.14) B* O Ext?+ ((?nM*, Z/P).
The differentials are BP*-module maps and raise cohomological degree by one. Any non-trivial differential must eliminate one element of (6.14); so if the spectral sequence does not collapse, someEs+I -generator of B with Iand J nonzero. Since the ai and bi are odd degree, it follows immediately that if X is a commutative H-space with K(n)*X concentrated in even degrees, then K(n)*X is a bicommutative Hopf algebra.
We turn now to the computation of K(n)*K* in [RW] . Computing K(n)*K* is easy and the above argument shows it is bicommutative. The same argument gives o-product commutativity on the generators a(i) E K(n)*Kl. Assuming K(n)*1i is as described in [RW] , the computation of K(n)*Ki+I is exactly the same, because the bar spectral sequence is commutative. Since K(n)*Ki+l is concentrated in even degrees, there are no non-commutativity extension problems and we are done.
Everything else proceeds as in [RW] , including Theorem 1.1 of this paper, with the exception of the "global" description of K(n)*K4 as the free Hopf ring on K(n)*Kl. The o-product commutativity for odd primes, a(j) o a(j) = -a(j) o a(j) forced a(j) o a(j) to be zero, but not for p = 2. A simple inductive proof shows that a(E) o a(E) is zero in K(n)*K2: if a(i 1) o a(i-1) = 0, then a(j) o a(j) is a primitive in a degree with no primitives. Thus the free Hopf ring on K(n)*KLI is too big and the relations a(i) o a(i) = 0 must be imposed.
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